BEULAH VAN RENSBURG
Beulah is an Australian artist living abroad,
whose love of painting and photography grew
through her studies at University of Western
Sydney and Sydney College of the Arts. She
has always been attracted to the still life in all
mediums, especially sculpture, photography and
painting. She has studied the Italian Old Masters
Painting Technique with Charlie Sheard, where
her understanding and control of the traditional
technique blended with her photography
techniques as well.

As a dedicated artist and art educator, her ideas stem from the notion of prior
perception: each of us approach things or objects in a unique way, we each hold
preconceived ideas about the everyday things which surround us. These differences
are due to our upbringing, environment, culture, religion, and our unique personal
history. All these influences, this prior-perception, changes the way we interact even
with everyday objects, we cannot escape from it.

From infancy we learn to interpret our world, it is a gradual process as we acquaint
ourselves with things we see, then we name and then we touch. Understanding this
more deeply calls into question the relationship between perception and knowledge,
between appearance and reality. This idea motivates a lot of Beulah’s work, and has
led her to explore a world of play and childhood memories.

"I collect found objects from children’s stores and second hand flea markets and then
take them into the studio where they are altered or distorted and introduced into their
own scene or world. Dioramas are constructed with these found objects, and are
altered and enhanced with painting, sculpting and then photographed in a special
technique. It is a very traditional approach to photography and nothing is done
digitally. It is all on film, my images are created in a process of painting with light to
produce a painterly quality to them, twisting the line between fantasy and reality.
Many of the scenes are inspired from my travels, drawings and translation of my
experiences of living in countries where English is not the main language."

These dioramas of found objects and materials links to the Dadaist tradition, once
photographed, the original creations are thrown away and the photographs are left to
communicate to the viewer some emotion or feeling of these experiences. The
reaction to the work is bound up in the viewer’s prior perception and personal
experience of these specific objects and symbols.

Voltaire said: "Men employ speech only to conceal their thoughts"

Beulah's latest work moves away from photography and back into traditional painting,
exploring through a highly symbolic figurative language the experience of moving
from one country to another. They represent the process of global movement,
excitement, confusion, the capturing, the happiness, the frustration, the frightening,
the following, and the freeing all of this involves. She knows in this work she finds a
voice common with so many women.
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